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Abstract: As the number of devices linked to the Internet (IOT devices) has dramatically increased, botnet attacks are 

becoming one of the most serious threats on the Internet. Many studies have been proposed for botnet detection based 

on machine learning. However, most of these existing studies focus on offline botnet detection using supervised 

machine learning methods. Since botnet attacks are committed in real time, they require online detection. Also, 

classification may not be practical for IOT applications such as botnet detection for many reasons that will be discussed 

in this paper. In order to overcome this limitation in the existing models, we propose an online botnet detection 

technique using unsupervised hybrid DBSCAN-GWO architecture. In this model, DBSCAN’s eps parameter is 

generated automatically for each data stream using grey wolf optimizer which searches for the optimum eps value to 

give the best clustering quality for each data stream adaptively. After finding clusters in each data stream, a comparison 

is made between the clusters depending on the difference between their values to find the botnet clusters for each data 

stream adaptively. This model is evaluated using N_BaIot datasets of six different IOT devices. The results show the 

efficiency of DBSCAN-GWO model in detecting botnet data in all datasets compared to the regular DBSCAN with 3 

different eps values and OPTICS clustering algorithms,  as the best accuracy reaches 98%, which is also compared to 

a number of existing techniques which are the semi-supervised K-means clustering algorithm of 79.60%, DBSCAN 

clustering algorithm of 80%, and clustering-based semi-supervised machine learning approach of 96.66% for detecting 

anomalies and DDOS attacks.  

Keywords: Online botnet detection, Unsupervised machine learning, DBSCAN, Grey wolf optimizer, Automatic 

parameter tuning, Eps parameter, Density based clustering. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Over the past few years, there has been a swift 

rise in the quantity of devices that are linked to the 

Internet. These smart devices, such as smartphones, 

smart home devices, security cameras, webcams, and 

sensors, work and are connected to the internet 24/7 

under insufficient protection. That makes these 

devices vulnerable to a hazardous attack which is 

called a botnet [1]. Several methods have been 

suggested for identifying botnets, including 

signature-based, anomaly-based, and machine 

learning-based detection. In signature-based 

detection, the detection system has a database that 

stores the most known botnets' signatures. So, the 

incoming traffic is considered a botnet when its 

signature matches the stored (known) botnet. This 

way of detection is useless for unknown botnets. 

Anomaly-based detection involves detecting the 

presence of malicious bots in a network by analyzing 

various irregularities in network traffic. Anomaly-

based detection aims to identify botnets by detecting 

these abnormalities [2]. Anomaly-based intrusion 

detection, whether at the network or host level, has 

several drawbacks. These include a high rate of false 

positives and vulnerability to attacks delivered in a 

way that evades detection. To address these issues 

and improve anomaly detection accuracy, machine 

learning has been suggested as a way to automate the 

process. In machine learning botnet detection, the 

detection can be achieved based on supervised and 

unsupervised machine learning. Most ML-based 

proposed studies use classification (supervised ML) 

[3]. Supervised ML is not practical for botnet 
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detection since botnets mostly infect IOT devices. 

Data generated by IoT devices can be highly variable 

and subject to noise and errors. This can make it 

challenging to train an accurate classification model. 

Another problem is that classification requires 

predefined labels, which are not always available. 

Also, IoT devices often generate unstructured data, 

such as sensor readings or image and video feeds, 

which can be difficult to analyze and classify using 

supervised ML algorithms. Finally, the most 

challenging point is that data generated by devices 

connected to the internet requires real-time 

processing, which is very challenging for 

classification algorithms [4]. On the other hand, 

clustering is very useful for analyzing IOT data 

according to its ability to discover patterns in data, 

detect anomalies, and scale, with no predefined labels 

required. Finally, clustering algorithms can be 

designed to operate in real time. As a conclusion, 

unsupervised ML is more appropriate for botnet 

detection [5]. Clustering algorithms are divided into 

many categories, such as density-based, distribution-

based, centroid-based, and hierarchical-based 

clustering. Density-based clustering is currently the 

most commonly used approach in detection, as it 

involves identifying clusters of data objects that are 

densely concentrated in a specific region. These 

clusters are differentiated from one another based on 

areas where there is a comparatively lower density of 

objects. Objects that are situated in these less dense 

regions are usually regarded as outliers or noise [6]. 

This paper's chosen algorithm for online botnet 

detection is DBSCAN, a density-based clustering 

algorithm. This algorithm was selected for various 

reasons, which will be discussed in the following 

section. The problem with DBSCAN is that it 

requires setting parameters to operate. For an 

automatic and adaptive generation of (eps) parameter, 

DBSCAN-GWO is proposed. A technique for 

identifying botnets on the internet that relies on 

clustering (an unsupervised machine learning 

approach). The data enters the proposed model as 

data streams, and each data stream is processed 

individually. The best result the DBSCAN algorithm 

can give depends on the value of its parameter Eps. 

Values of this parameter should be selected to give 

the best results. Most previous studies chose to set 

this parameter manually; keep changing the values 

until they get the desired results. This can't be applied 

to the real world online botnet detection system [7]. 

To address this problem, grey wolf optimizer is 

utilized to choose the optimum value of DBSCAN's 

(Eps) parameter that gives the best clustering quality 

for each data stream automatically and adaptively.  

Which in turn will give the best detection accuracy. 

The evaluation used 6 datasets of type N_BaIot 

related to six different devices; the botnets were of 

type Mirai and Gafgyt. The proposed DBSCAN-

GWO model achieves online unsupervised botnet 

detection with the automatic parameter tuning of the 

DBSCAN’s eps parameter adaptively for each data 

stream using grey wolf optimizer. The paper is 

structured as follows: Section 2 provides an overview 

of the existing methods through a literature survey, 

while section 3 introduces the proposed DBSCAN-

GWO method. In section 4, the results and discussion 

pertaining to the DBSCAN-GWO method are 

presented. Section 5 concludes the research by 

outlining the findings and discussing future 

directions. 

2. Related work  

Machine learning has many use cases, such as 

image processing, speech recognition, catching 

Email spam and catching malware. This research 

focuses on the application of machine learning in the 

field of attack detection. Machine learning can be 

divided into two main categories, namely supervised 

ML and unsupervised ML [8]. This section will 

review the number of most popular ML algorithms in 

field of attack detection published for the last 3 years.  

Muhammad [9] suggests a strategy to detect 

botnets in their early stages. Initially, the method 

employs feature selection techniques to choose the 

most suitable features. These features are then 

utilized to assess the performance of machine 

learning classifiers in detecting botnets. Then, 

random forest (RF), support vector machine (SVM) 

and logistic regression classifiers are applied for the 

detection of botnets. The limitation of this study is 

that it processes fixed data set, requires predefined 

labels and it uses classification which is not suitable 

for botnet detection for many reasons mentioned in 

the first section. To address the limitations of 

classification, unsupervised ML algorithms are 

suggested. Next, a number of the most recent papers 

that have used clustering algorithms in the field of 

detecting malicious attacks will be reviewed. 

Cui [10]  suggests a defence mechanism for 

detecting and preventing DDoS attacks targeting 

SDN controllers by analyzing traffic distribution. The 

method utilizes the K-means clustering algorithm to 

detect such attacks. The algorithm generates the 

current network's traffic distribution and detects 

attacks by analyzing the proportion of low-traffic 

flows. By using K-Means as an unsupervised 

machine learning algorithm, the detection method is 

adaptable and can detect various types and scales of 

attacks. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of  
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Table 1. An evaluation of DBSCAN algorithm in relation to alternative ML algorithms for botnet detection 

Ref. 
Algorithm/ 

Model 

Botnet Detection Algorithms Requirements 

Data 

Stream 

Evolving 

Data 

Handling 

Outliers 

Arbitrary  

Shape 

Clusters 

Less  sensitive to 

noisy datasets  

[9] 

RF 

SVM 

LR  

(Classifiers) 

     

[10] K-Means      

[11] 
BRICH 

Clustering 
     

[12] OPTICS      

[13] DBSCAN      

 

 

the proposed approach in detecting and preventing 

DDoS attacks. However, the used clustering 

algorithm k-means has many limitations such as it 

doesn't identify arbitrarily shaped clusters, doesn't 

handle outliers, not evolving data and is very 

sensitive to noisy datasets. 

Another clustering algorithm was proposed by 

Lang [11] which improves the feature trees of BIRCH 

clustering. This study proposes a new cluster feature 

that eliminates the numeric problem and is easy to 

maintain, without incurring significant additional 

costs. This feature simplifies many computations and 

improves efficiency. The cluster features can be 

readily utilized in other approaches based on BIRCH, 

such as streaming data algorithms, without requiring 

significant modifications. Birch clustering is efficient 

for processing data streams, and handling outliers and 

big data. However, the used clustering algorithm is 

not specifically designed to identify arbitrarily 

shaped clusters and is very sensitive to noisy datasets. 

Subudhi [12] builds a system for detecting 

unauthorized activities in databases is developed, 

employing OPTICS clustering and ensemble learning. 

The system consists of two main stages: training and 

testing. In the training phase, the features of the input 

dataset are processed, and OPTICS clustering is 

utilized to generate behavioral profiles. In the testing 

phase, transactions are assessed against these profiles 

to determine if they match any of them. However, the 

used OPTICS clustering is very sensitive to noisy 

datasets, which degrades the performance of the 

clustering model and increase the misclassification.  

Deng [13] compares DBSCAN and K-means 

clustering algorithms in the field outlier detection. It 

evaluates the efficiency and performance of 

DBSCAN clustering. As a conclusion, for building an 

IDS, DBSCAN is more efficient since it can handle 

outliers, identify arbitrary shaped clusters, less 

sensitive to noisy datasets and it is possible to adapt 

DBSCAN for evolving data by updating the clusters 

as new data points become available as illustrated in 

Table 1. However, this study processes fixed dataset 

and sets the values of DBSCAN’s parameters 

(eps,minpt) manually by testing which values can 

give the best results which is not practical for attack 

detection since these values must be changed for each 

data streams adaptively and automatically.  

The contributions of this paper: 

• Achieve online botnet detection using 

machine learning. 

• Utilize grey Wolf optimization algorithm to 

tune DBSCAN’s parameter (eps) 

automatically. 

• For every data stream, the selection of the 

parameter value (eps) of DBSCAN is 

adjusted accordingly. 

3. Methodology 

In botnet detection, the attacks are committed in 

real time. Supervised ML is not a practical way to 

detect botnets in this case. Classification requires 

predefined labels which may not be available [14]. 

This study suggests a data stream botnet detection 

method based on unsupervised ML. The clustering 

algorithm used is hybrid DBSCAN-GWO, grey wolf 

optimizer is utilized to generate the optimum value of 

DBSCAN's epsilon. In the traditional DBSCAN, the 

value of eps is set manually, which is not practical to 

apply in real-world botnet detection systems. Each 

data set requires a different epsilon value for the best 

clustering quality possible. Next, we will discuss in 

detail the phases of the model. 

3.1 The DBSCAN algorithm  

This subsection presents the depiction and 

attributes of the basic DBSCAN clustering algorithm. 

DBSCAN is a widely employed clustering algorithm  
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Figure. 1 DBSCAN clustering algorithm simulation 

 

that not only identifies clusters of arbitrary shapes 

accurately but also effectively detects noise points 

[15]. We can locate a particular clustering center by 

carefully calculating the clustering number and 

investigating the central points. This method utilizes 

the concept of spatial density to distinguish between 

points belonging to a category and those that are 

noise by counting the number of nearby points. By 

changing the range of parameters, this method, which 

detects outliers, can classify data points and identify 

far-off outliers while also enabling the identification 

of noisy points [3]. DBSCAN's central idea is that 

nodes within a cluster must be near, and those within 

various clusters must be distant. There are two 

parameters to be considered for DBSCAN: MinPts 

and Epsilon (see Fig. 1). Below are some definitions 

related to the DBSCAN clustering algorithm: 

 

i. Eps: The distance separating neighborhoods. A 

distance between two locations that is less than or 

equivalent to eps is regarded as a neighboring 

distance. 

ii. MinPts: The smallest quantity of points 

necessary to form a cluster. 

iii. Density reachable: If a series of core points 

connects density-reachable from one another. 

Based on the previously mentioned MinPts and 

Epsilon parameters, each point is classified as a 

core point, a boundary point, or an outlier. 

iv. Core point: A point is classified as a core point if 

it has at least minPts neighboring points within a 

distance of eps, including itself. 

v. Boundary point: A point is considered a 

boundary point if it I s not a core point but can 

still be reached by a core point and has fewer than 

minPts points in its neighborhood. 

vi. Noise: A point that fails to meet the conditions 

for being categorized as a core or boundary point, 

and cannot be reached from any core points, is 

considered an outlier or noise. 

3.2 The grey wolf optimizer 

Grey wolf optimizer (GWO) is a meta-heuristic 

search algorithm introduced by Mirjalili et al. [16]. 

3.2.1. Inspiration of the algorithm 

The GWO algorithm is inspired by grey wolves' 

social behaviour and hunting patterns in their natural 

habitat. Grey wolves are top predators that occupy the 

highest level in the food chain, and their behavior and 

social organization have influenced the design of the 

GWO algorithm. On average, gray wolves prefer to 

reside in packs consisting of 5 to 12 individuals. A 

highly rigid social dominance hierarchy exists among 

all group members. The algorithm begins by creating 

an initial population, which is randomly generated. 

According to the algorithm, this population is then 

divided into four categories, namely alpha, beta, delta, 

and omega. The algorithm initially generates a 

random population and begins the search process. 

The population is divided into four categories, 

namely alpha, beta, delta, and omega. After a certain 

number of iterations, the top three solutions are 

represented by the letters α, β, and δ, while the 

remaining population is represented by ω. To obtain 

better solutions, the wolves in the ω category must 

surround and approach the α, β, and δ categories [17]. 

3.2.2. Main phases of grey wolf hunting: 

• The act of pursuing, following and getting 

closer to the target animal. 

• Chasing, surrounding, and bothering the 

target animal until it comes to a halt. 

• The act of assaulting the target animal. 

 

The GWO (grey wolf optimizer) algorithm was 

created by utilizing a mathematical model that 

represents grey wolves' social ranking system and 

hunting habits. 

3.2.3. Mathematical formulas of Encircling the prey: 

D⃗⃗ = |C⃗ ⋅ X⃗⃗ P(t) − X⃗⃗ p(t)|                                   (1)  

 

 X⃗⃗ (t + 1) = X⃗⃗ P(t) − A⃗⃗ ⋅ D⃗⃗                                (2) 
 

Values of A⃗⃗ , C⃗  coefficient vectors are given by the 
equations below: 

 

   A⃗⃗ = 2a⃗ r1⃗⃗  ⃗ − a⃗                                                   (3)  
   

  C⃗ = 2r2⃗⃗  ⃗                                                             (4)  
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a⃗  : Linearly decreased in the range [2, 0] for   
successive iterations. 

r1⃗⃗  ⃗1r2⃗⃗  ⃗: random vectors in the range 0,1. 

3.2.4. Mathematical formulas of hunting process: 

In every cycle of the GWO algorithm, the omega 

wolves modify their positions by considering the 

positions of the alpha, beta, and delta wolves, who 

have greater expertise in detecting potential prey 

locations. 

 

X⃗⃗ 1 = X⃗⃗ α − A⃗⃗ 1 ⋅ (D⃗⃗ α),  

X⃗⃗ 2 = X⃗⃗ β − A⃗⃗ 2 ⋅ (D⃗⃗ β),                                            (5) 

X⃗⃗ 3 = X⃗⃗ δ − A⃗⃗ 3 ⋅ (D⃗⃗ δ),  

 

D⃗⃗ α = |C⃗ 1 ⋅ X⃗⃗ α − X⃗⃗ |,  

D⃗⃗ β = |C⃗ 2 ⋅ X⃗⃗ β − X⃗⃗ |,                                                (6)        

D⃗⃗ δ = |C⃗ 3 ⋅ X⃗⃗ δ − X⃗⃗ |,  
 

X⃗⃗ (t + 1) =
X1+X2+X3

3
,                                             (7)  

 

Where x ⃗⃗ α is the position of the alpha, x ⃗⃗  β is the 
position of the beta, x ⃗⃗  𝛿 is the position of the delta,  
C ⃗⃗⃗    1, C ⃗⃗⃗    2, and C ⃗⃗⃗    3 and  A ⃗⃗  ⃗  1, A ⃗⃗  ⃗  2, and A ⃗⃗  ⃗  3 are all 

random vectors, x ⃗⃗  is the position of the current 
solution, and 𝑡 indicates the number of iterations. 
Next step is attacking the prey, attacking the target is 

completed by gradually reducing α⃗⃗   from 2 to 0. As a 

result, the volatility of A ⃗⃗  ⃗ is also decreased.  

3.2.5. Attacking prey (exploitation): 

To represent the wolf's behavior of attacking prey 

that has stopped moving in mathematical terms, the 

value of α⃗⃗  is gradually reduced during iterations. α⃗⃗  is 
a randomly generated value within the range of [-2a, 

2a], where the variable "a" is reduced from 2 to 0 

throughout the iterations. |A|<1 force the wolves to 

attack the prey (exploitation). 

3.2.6. Searching for prey (exploration) 

If |A|>1, then the gray wolves are compelled to 

diverge from the current prey in order to search for a 

more suitable prey. This behavior is known as 

exploitation, as it involves exploring new 

possibilities in the search space. The GWO algorithm 

also incorporates the vector C⃗  , which contains a 
random value between 0 and 2, and contributes to the 

exploration aspect of the algorithm. If C>1, it 

emphasizes attacking behavior, while C<1 de-

emphasizes attacking behavior, promoting a more 

exploratory behavior. 

3.3 Data streaming  

In IoT environment, traffic data enters the 

Internet in real-time and forms an infinite number of 

streams. The streaming concept can be described as a 

series of objects already present, continuous, and 

organized (explicitly or implicitly by timestamp or 

entry time) [1]. To simulate online detection, the data 

set is treated as streams. In each stream, 250 rows are 

processed individually; results of experiments 

demonstrate that this number yields the most 

effective clustering outcomes. As the first stream 

enters the model, it is clustered into groups using 

DBSCAN depending on the eps value chosen by 

GWO. The used mechanism to find benign and botnet 

clusters will discussed in the next sections. 

3.4 Objective function 

Linear programming problems involve 

optimizing a real-valued function known as the 

objective function, subject to a set of constraints that 

define feasible solutions. The objective function must 

be either maximized or minimized within these 

constraints. It is an algebraic equation that expresses 

the goal of the issue and can be scaled up or down 

[18]. The objective function to be optimized in this 

work is the clustering metric Silhouette Coefficient. 

Its value is between the range (-1, 1) [19]. The GWO 

algorithm explores a range of values, specifically 

between 0.1 and 4 which represent (eps), to identify 

the value that produces the highest Silhouette 

Coefficient value. To achieve this, GWO iteratively 

applies these values to the DBSCAN algorithm and 

evaluates Silhouette Coefficient value using the 

cluster labels assigned to that data stream. This 

process is repeated by testing different values within 

the specified range to obtain the highest possible 

Silhouette Coefficient value. The eps value that 

corresponds to this optimal quality is then utilized in 

the clustering process performed by DBSCAN. By 

employing this approach, we ensure the formation of 

the most effective clusters for each data stream. 

Silhouette Coefficient metric is calculated 

according to the formula below: 

 

𝑆𝑖𝑙ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 =
𝑏−𝑎

𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑎,𝑏)
                  (8)    

 

a   The average distance between each point 
within a cluster. 
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Figure. 2 DBSCAN-GWO model framework 

 

b  The average distance between all clusters. 

3.5 Hybrid DBSCAN-GWO 

In this research, we propose a novel approach for 

detecting botnets using machine learning. Our 

proposed model incorporates the grey wolf 

optimization technique to automatically and 

adaptively adjust the eps parameter of the DBSCAN 

clustering algorithm for each data stream as shown in 

Fig. 2. When a stream enters the model, we need to 

determine the appropriate eps value. We achieve this 

by employing the GWO algorithm, which optimizes 

the objective function (Silhouette Coefficient) to 

maximize the clustering quality. The GWO algorithm 

searches for the eps value that yields the highest 

Silhouette Coefficient value, thus maximizing the 

objective function. Once we find the best eps value 

for a particular data stream, it is utilized in DBSCAN 

to form clusters where points close to each other 

belong to the same cluster, while points far apart are 

assigned to different clusters. This process aids in 

identifying botnet clusters amidst benign clusters at a 

later stage. We repeat this procedure for each data 

stream, adjusting the eps value based on the 

characteristics of that specific stream. Consequently, 

the tuning of DBSCAN's eps parameter becomes 

adaptive and automatic, leading to optimal results. 

Our model closely simulates real-world botnet 

detection techniques, making it highly applicable in 

practical botnet detection applications.  

3.6 Detecting botnet clusters 

For every data stream, the clustering process 

generates multiple clusters as its output. Since 

unsupervised machine learning lacks predefined 

labels, we adopt an approach to determine normal and 

abnormal data based on the characteristics of the 

clusters. The largest cluster in each data stream is 

treated as the normal data reference point. Clusters 

that closely resemble the normal cluster are 

considered normal, while those that significantly 

differ from the normal clusters are identified as bot 

clusters or outliers. To differentiate between normal 

and bot clusters, we compare the values of each 

cluster with those of the largest cluster. If the number 

of similar values surpasses a predefined threshold, 

which falls within the range of 50 to 250, the cluster 

is classified as normal and merged with the largest 

cluster. Conversely, if the number of similar values 

falls below the threshold, the cluster is identified as a 

bot cluster. This process is repeated iteratively until 

all clusters have been processed for each data stream. 

4. Experiments and detection results 

4.1 Dataset overview 

Datasets play a central role in evaluating the 

efficiency of the clustering algorithms. When the 

values of the botnet data are close to the benign, it is 

more challenging to detect the botnet attack. So, 

dataset selection affects model evaluation. For this 

study, the N_BaIot datasets [20] were chosen which 

contain six subdatasets belongs to six different IOT 

devices. N_BaIot dataset were created by UCI 

Machine Learning Repository in 2018 and were 

generated by six IOT devicesEach dataset contains 3 

files; 1 is the benign data, 2 is the type Mirai botnet, 

and the last is the type Gafgyt botnet. The malicious 

data can be divided into 6 attacks by the two 

mentioned botnets. For each dataset, our model is 
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tested to detect 6 types of attacks.  

4.2 Evaluation metrics 

The experiments were conducted on two different 

data sets. We performed the model on Philips 

B120N10 Baby Monitor data set and Simple Home 

XCS7 1002 Security Camera data set. To assess 

DBSCAN-GWO in botnet detection, the following 

evaluation metrics were utilized: 

 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
(𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁)

(𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁)
                     (9)  

                                                                     

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑇𝑃

(𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑃)
                               (10) 

 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝑇𝑃

(𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃)
                                     (11) 

 

𝐹1 − 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 =
2 × 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

(𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙)
           (12) 

 

𝐷𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
× 100              (13)  

   

TP, TN, FP, and FN represent the counts of true 

positives, true negatives, false positives, and false 

negatives, correspondingly. Accuracy refers to the 

number of correctly predicted data points, while 

precision measures the number of accurate positive 

predictions. Recall measures the number of correct 

positive predictions out of all possible positive 

predictions, and the detection rate represents the 

percentage of reported attacks that have been 

detected [21]. These metrics proved their efficiency 

as they are utilized in evaluating most ML based 

models [21-23]. 

4.3 Results of experiments 

The effectiveness of the proposed DBSCAN-

GWO method is assessed through experiments, 

which involve comparing the clustering quality and 

botnet detection accuracy with regular DBSCAN 

with different epsilon values and the OPTICS 

clustering algorithm. Two basic metrics were utilized 

for evaluation's sake. First is the Silhouette 

Coefficient metric and other evaluation metrics 

employed to assess the model's effectiveness in 

botnet detection accuracy. The findings indicate that 

the proposed model achieves the highest level of 

clustering quality measured by Silhouette Coefficient 

metric for each data stream. Unlike basic DBSCAN, 

where the value of eps is manually adjusted until the 

desired clusters are obtained, choosing an 

impropriate eps value gives bad clusters, and many 

important data points are considered as noise which 

will later cause misclassification problems as many 

normal data points are taken as noise and outliers. 

The proposed model automatically generates the 

optimal eps value for each dataset and data stream. 

Fig. 3 demonstrates that the proposed model 

produces the optimal Silhouette Coefficient value for 

each data streams. The accuracy of detecting botnets 

is heavily influenced by the generation of precise and 

high-quality clustering. To assess the clustering 

quality, we conducted evaluations using three random 

streams across six datasets, utilizing the Silhouette 

Coefficient metric. The DBSCAN-GWO algorithm 

yielded varying clustering quality for each stream, 

ranging from 0.1 to 0.8 for the first stream, 0.6 to 0.8 

for the third stream, and 0.5 to 0.89 for stream 31. 

When employing DBSCAN with eps 0.5, the 

clustering quality for stream 1 ranged from -0.3 to 0.6, 

while for stream 3 it ranged from 0.2 to 0.6, and for 

stream 31 it ranged from -1.5 to 0.6. Applying 

DBSCAN with eps 0.7 resulted in clustering quality 

variations of -0.27 to 0.62 for stream 1, 0.3 to 0.6 for 

stream 3, and 0 to 0.6 for stream 31. Furthermore, 

utilizing DBSCAN with eps 1.0, the clustering 

quality varied from -0.15 to 0.7 for stream 1, 0.3 to 

0.65 for stream 3, and 0.1 to 0.64 for stream 31. 

Notably, the OPTICS clustering algorithm exhibited 

the lowest clustering quality, with results ranging 

from -0.15 to 0.05 for stream 1, -0.25 to 0.23 for 

stream 3, and -0.25 to 0.1 for stream 31. These 

findings underscore the critical role of selecting an 

appropriate clustering algorithm for achieving 

accurate botnet detection. 

Achieving high clustering quality will lead to 

perform correct clusters which will help in detecting 

the botnet clusters. Table 2 shows the results of the 

evaluation metrics of the proposed model in detecting 

botnets compared to DBSCAN with 3 different eps 

values chosen manually and OPTICS clustering 

algorithm for six datasets generated by six different 

IOT devices. Detection results show that the 

DBSCAN-GWO overcomes the rest of the 

algorithms in the accuracy of botnet identification 

and has the least misclassification percentage. The 

proposed DBSCAN-GWO model obtains accuracy of 

0.97, 0.98, 0.83, 0.89, 0.88 and 0.91 for 

Provision_PT_737E_Security_Camera, Philips 

_B120N10Baby_Monitor, Samsung 

SNH_1011_NWebcam Dataset, Danmini_Doorbell 

Dataset, Simple Home_XCS7_1002_Security 

Camera Dataset and 

SimpleHome_XCS7_1003_WHT_Security_Camera 

respectively. Table 2 shows that our proposed method 

demonstrates superior performance in terms of 

detection accuracy, precision, f1 measure, and 

detection rate for compared to existing techniques. 
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The results vary across different devices due to the 

specific data values involved. Detecting botnet 

clusters becomes more challenging when the values 

of benign data are more similar to the values of botnet 

data. Our proposed model encounters another 

challenge posed by noisy datasets. Certain IoT 

devices generate a significant amount of noise, which 

can have a negative impact on the model's 

performance in creating high quality clusters and 

detecting botnets as shown in Table 2. Addressing 

these two challenges can be considered as potential 

areas for future work. 

4.4 Comparative analysis  

The DBSCAN-GWO model proposed in this 

study is compared with three other similar methods 

for attack and anomaly detection, as shown in Fig. 4. 

The first method [13] utilizes the DBSCAN 

clustering algorithm to identify anomalies in a fixed 

dataset, where the value of eps is manually set for the 

entire dataset. This method achieved a detection 

accuracy of 80%. The second method [24] employs 

the k-Means clustering algorithm along with a set of 

classifiers to create a semi-supervised approach for 

detecting DDOS attacks. Three different centroids 

were manually selected for k-Means. The accuracy of 

this method reached 79.6%. The third method [25], 

which combines clustering and classifiers for DDOS 

attack detection, is also included for comparison. In 

this approach, k-Means is used to cluster unlabeled 

data, and classifiers such as k-nearest neighbours 

(knn), support vector machines (SVM), and random 

forests (RF) are employed to classify labelled data 

points. This method achieves an accuracy of 96.66%. 

Previous studies suffer from several limitations, 

including the utilization of fixed datasets and the 

manual selection of parameters for clustering 

algorithms. In the last two studies, clustering 

algorithms are combined with classifiers. In contrast, 

our proposed method demonstrates its effectiveness 

in real-world botnet detection systems by performing 

online botnet detection with no need to any 

predefined labels. We leverage the DBSCAN 

algorithm, known for its excellence in data analysis, 

as the primary clustering algorithm. To ensure the 

inclusion of accurate data points within clusters, we 

automatically tune the DBSCAN parameter (eps) 

using the grey wolf optimizer (GWO). This adaptive 

tuning of eps is applied to each data stream. The 

combination of these factors significantly impacts 

botnet detection accuracy, resulting in an impressive 

98% accuracy in our proposed model. 
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Figure. 3 Silhouette Coefficient value for the proposed model compared with other clustering techniques in 3 streams for 

six IOT devices’ datasets 
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Table 2. Evaluation metrics for the proposed model compared to other clustering techniques in terms of accuracy 

N_BaIoT  

DataSets for six devices 

Clustering 

Algorithms 
Accuracy  Precision  Recall F1 

Detection  

Rate (%) 

Provision_PT_737E_ 

Security_Camera 

Dataset 

OPTICS 0.88 0.39 0.42 0.41 61 

DBSCAN- 

eps=0.5 
0.67 0.19 0.72 0.32 71 

DBSCAN- 

eps=0.7 
0.69 0.2 0.72 0.3 71 

DBSCAN- 

eps=1.0 
0.75 0.23 0.72 0.36 73 

DBSCAN-

GWO 
0.974 0.64 0.99 0.78 99 

Philips_B120N10_ 

Baby_Monitor 

 

OPTICS 0.55 0.17 0.96 0.29 97 

DBSCAN- 

eps=0.5 
0.82 0.31 0.71 0.43 74 

DBSCAN- 

eps=0.7 
0.84 0.31 0.47 0.38 57 

DBSCAN- 

eps=1.0 
0.88 0.4 0.39 0.39 68 

DBSCAN-

GWO 
0.98 0.91 0.98 0.94 98 

Samsung_SNH_ 

1011_N_Webcam 

Dataset 

OPTICS 0.53 0.12 0.66 0.2 60 

DBSCAN- 

eps=0.5 
0.84 0.36 0.87 0.51 87 

DBSCAN- 

eps=0.7 
0.86 0.37 0.78 0.5 79 

DBSCAN- 

eps=1.0 
0.88 0.42 0.78 0.55 80 

 DBSCAN-

GWO 
0.835 0.35 0.98 0.52 97 

Danmini_Doorbell 

Dataset 

OPTICS 0.54 0.14 0.75 0.24 67 

DBSCAN- 

eps=0.5 
0.56 0.15 0.8 0.26 73 

DBSCAN- 

eps=0.7 
0.62 0.18 0.8 0.29 75 

DBSCAN- 

eps=1.0 
0.77 0.27 0.79 0.4 79 

DBSCAN-

GWO 
0.89 0.46 0.83 0.59 84 

Simple Home_XCS7_ 

1002_Security Camera 

Dataset 

OPTICS 0.53 0.14 0.81 0.24 72 

DBSCAN- 

eps=0.5 
0.60 0.16 0.81 0.27 76 

DBSCAN- 

eps=0.7 
0.68 0.20 0.81 0.32 78 

DBSCAN- 

eps=1.0 
0.723 0.22 0.81 0.35 79 

DBSCAN-

GWO 
0.88 0.44 0.80 0.56 82.5 

SimpleHome_XCS7_1003_ 

WHT_Security_Camera 

 

     OPTICS     0.53       0.14 0.74 0.24        62 

DBSCAN- 

eps=0.5 
0.77 0.27 0.79 0.41 78 

DBSCAN- 

eps=0.7 
0.7 0.22 0.79 0.34 77 
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N_BaIoT  

DataSets for six devices 

Clustering 

Algorithms 
Accuracy  Precision  Recall F1 

Detection  

Rate (%) 

DBSCAN- 

eps=1.0 
0.68 0.21 0.78 0.33 76 

DBSCAN-

GWO 
0.91 0.55 0.75 0.63 79 

 

 

 
Figure. 4 Comparative analysis between the proposed 

method and other techniques 

5. Conclusion  

Botnet detection systems can be defined as 

software that monitors the traffic flow and detects 

viruses of type botnet whenever it is found. Since the 

data flow is in the form of the data stream, these 

systems must have online detection ability. 

Unsupervised ML (clustering) can process data 

streams. The suggested clustering algorithm, 

DBSCAN, efficiently finds arbitrarily shaped clusters 

and clusters with noise (outliers). The problem with 

DBSCAN is that it needs predefined parameters to 

perform, these parameters in most studies are set and 

changed manually to give the desired results. Manual 

parameter setting is not practical for building real-

world botnet detection systems. In this study, grey 

wolf optimizer was proposed for the automatic 

selection of the eps (DBSCAN's parameter); finding 

the best value of eps depends on the ability of its 

value to maximize the objective function (cluster 

quality metric). For every data stream, a new value of 

eps is selected by GWO that suits this data stream. 

The appropriate choice of eps depends on the values 

in the dataset; eps can change for every data stream. 

The proposed model DBSCAN-GWO generates the 

best clusters in the data sets; generating good clusters 

affects the efficiency of finding the malicious clusters. 

After clustering the data stream, malicious clusters 

are recognized. Since it is unsupervised learning, no 

labels are available, so the biggest cluster is 

considered a benign and basic cluster because it 

represents the majority of data in the data stream. 

After recognizing the basic cluster, other clusters are 

compared with the basic cluster, and the clusters that 

are least similar to the basic cluster are considered 

malicious. Also, the noise cluster is considered as 

noise. This process is repeated for every data stream 

till the entire dataset is processed. The experimental 

outcomes demonstrate that the proposed DBSCAN-

GWO algorithm achieves superior clustering results 

when compared to both the non-optimized DBSCAN 

and the OPTICS clustering algorithm. For botnet 

detection accuracy, the assessment criteria indicate 

that the proposed model surpasses other clustering 

algorithms and exhibits fewer misclassifications. 

Botnet detection Accuracy value varies from one 

dataset to another depending on the distance between 

malicious and benign data values. For further studies, 

the strategy of splitting the benign and botnet clusters 

can be improved, which will give higher accuracy in 

detecting botnets.  
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